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Abstract. Data Warehouses (DW) manage crucial enterprise information used
for the decision making process which has to be protected from unauthorized
accesses. However, security constraints are not properly integrated in the complete DWs’ development process, being traditionally considered in the last stages. Furthermore, legacy systems need a reverse engineering process in order to
accomplish re-documentation for detecting new security requirements as well as
system’s design recovery to enable migration and reuse. Thus, we have proposed a model driven architecture (MDA) for secure DWs which takes into
account security issues from the early stages of development and provides automatic transformations between models. This paper fulfills this architecture
providing an architecture-driven modernization (ADM) process focused on obtaining conceptual security models from legacy OLAP systems.

1 Introduction
Data Warehouses (DWs) manage business’ historical information used to take strategic decisions and usually follow a multidimensional approach in which the information
is organized in facts classified per subjects called dimensions. In a typical DW
architecture, ETL (extraction/transformation/load) processes extract data from heterogeneous Data Sources and then transform and load this information into the DW repository. Finally, this information is analyzed by Data Base Management Systems
(DBMS) and On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) tools.
Since data in DWs are crucial for enterprises, it is very important to avoid unauthorized accesses to information by considering security constraints in all layers and
operations of the DW, from the early stages of development as a strong requirement
to the final implementation in DBMS or OLAP tools (Thuraisingham, Kantarcioglu et
al. 2007).
In this way, DWs’ development can be aligned with the Model Driven Architecture
(MDA 2003) approach which proposes a software development focused on models at
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different abstraction levels which separate the specification of the system functionality and its implementation. Firstly, system requirements are included in business models (CIM). Then, conceptual models (PIM) represent the system without including
information about specific platforms and technologies which are finally specified in
logical models (PSM). Moreover, automatic transformations between models can be
defined by using several languages such as Query / Views / Transformations (QVT)
(OMG 2005).
Furthermore, MDA architectures support reverse engineering capabilities which
consists of analysis of legacy systems to (1) identify the system’s elements and their
interrelationships and (2) carry out representations of the system at a higher level of
abstraction (Chikofsky and Cross 1990). Reverse engineering can be used in the
development of DWs to accomplish re-documentation for detecting new security
requirements as well as system’s design recovery to enable migration and reuse. Nevertheless, reverse engineering takes part in a whole reengineering process (Müller,
Jahnke et al. 2000). MDA provides the needed formalization to reengineering process
to converge in so-called Architecture-Driven Modernization (ADM), another OMG
initiative (OMG 2006). ADM advocates reengineering processes where each artifact
involved in these processes is depicted and managed as a model (Khusidman and
Ulrich 2007).
We have proposed an MDA architecture to develop secure DWs taking into account security issues in the whole development process (Fernández-Medina, Trujillo
et al. 2007). To achieve this goal we have defined an access control and audit model
specifically designed for DWs and a set of models which allow the security design of
the DW at different abstraction levels (CIM, PIM and PSM). This architecture provides two different paths (a relational path towards DBMS and a multidimensional
path towards OLAP tools) and includes rules for the automatic transformation between models and code generation.
This paper improves the architecture by defining an architecture-driven modernization (ADM) process which permits re-documentation and platform migration. Since
most of DWs are managed by OLAP tools by using a multidimensional approach, this
ADM process is focused on the multidimensional path, obtaining conceptual security
models (PIM) from logical multidimensional models (PSM) and legacy OLAP
systems.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 will present the related work on secure DWs; Section 3 will briefly show our complete MDA architecture for developing
secure DWs and will underline the difference between our previous works and the
contribution of this paper; Section 4 will present the defined ADM process; Section 5
will use an application example to validate our proposal; Section 6 will finally present
our conclusions and future work.

2 Related Work
There are relevant contributions focused on secure information systems development,
such as UMLSec (Jürjens 2004) which uses UML to define and evaluate security
specifications using formal semantics, or Model Driven Security (MDS) (Basin, Doser et al. 2006) which uses the MDA approach to include security properties in
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high-level system models and to automatically generate secure system architectures.
Within the context of MDS, SecureUML (Lodderstedt, Basin et al. 2002) is proposed
as an extension of UML for modeling a generalized role based access control.
However, these proposals do not consider the special characteristics of DWs. In
this area, solely Priebe and Pernul propose a complete methodology for develop secure DWs (Priebe and Pernul 2001). This methodology deals with the analysis of
security requirements, the conceptual modeling by using ADAPTed UML, and the
implementation into commercial tools, but does not establish the connection between
levels in order to allow automatic transformations. They use SQL Server Analysis
Services (SSAS) creating a Multidimensional Security Constraint Language
(MDSCL) by extending multidimensional expressions (MDX) with hide statements
for cubes, measures, slices and levels.
Although MDA philosophy has been applied to develop secure DWs (FernándezMedina, Trujillo et al. 2007) and data reverse engineering field has been widely
studied in literature (Aiken 1998; Blaha 2001; Cohen and Feldman 2003; Hainaut,
Englebert et al. 2004), there is little research on reengineering of data warehouses
following an MDA approach and security concerns are not considered. These reengineering works are performed for: re-documentation, model migration, restructuring, maintenance or improvement, tentative requirements, integration, conversion of
legacy data.

3 MDA Architecture for Secure DWs
Our architecture to develop secure DWs proposes several models improved with security capabilities which allow the DW’s design considering confidentiality issues in the
whole development process, from an early development stage to the final implementation. This proposal has been aligned with an MDA architecture (Fernández-Medina,
Trujillo et al. 2007) providing security models at different abstraction levels (CIM,
PIM, PSM) and automatic transformations between models (Figure 1).
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Fig. 1. MDA architecture for Secure DWs
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Firstly, security requirements are modeled at business level (CIM) by using a UML
profile (Trujillo, Soler et al. 2008) based on the i* framework (Yu 1997), which is an
agent oriented approach centered on the agents’ intentional characteristics. Then,
transformation from secure CIM models to conceptual model (PIM) is achieved applying a methodology described by using the OMG Software Process Engineering
Metamodel Specification standard (SPEM) (Trujillo, Soler et al. 2008).
Conceptual models (PIM) are defined according to a UML profile, called SECDW
(Fernández-Medina, Trujillo et al. 2007) which has been specifically created for DWs
and complemented by an Access Control and Audit (ACA) model focused on DW
confidentiality (Fernández-Medina, Trujillo et al. 2006). In this way, SECDW allows
the representation of structural aspects of DWs (such as facts, dimensions, base
classes, measures or hierarchies) and security constraints which permit the classification of authorization subjects and objects in three ways (into roles (SecurityRole),
levels (SecurityLevel) and compartments (SecurityCompartment)) and the definition
of several kinds of security rules (Sensitive information assignment rules (SIAR),
authorization rules (AUR) and audit rules (AR)).
Multidimensional modeling at the logical level depends of the tool finally used and
can be principally classified into online analytical processing by using relational
(ROLAP), multidimensional (MOLAP) and hybrid (HOLAP) approaches. Thus, our
architecture considers two different paths: a relational path towards DBMS and a
multidimensional path towards OLAP tools.
The relational path uses a logical relational metamodel (PSM) called SECRDW
(Soler, Trujillo et al. 2008) which is an extension of the relational package of the
Common Warehouse Metamodel (CWM 2003) and allows the definition of secure
relational elements such as secure tables or columns. Moreover, this relational path
is fulfilled with the automatic transformation from conceptual models (Soler, Trujillo et al. 2007) and the eventual implementation into a DBMS, Oracle Label
Security.
Furthermore, this MDA architecture was recently improved with a new multidimensional path towards OLAP tools in which a secure multidimensional logical metamodel (PSM), called SECMDDW (Blanco, García-Rodríguez de Guzmán et al.
2008) considers the common structure of OLAP tools and allows to represent a DW
model closer to OLAP platforms than conceptual models. SECMDDW is based on a
security improvement of the OLAP package from CWM and is composed of: a security configuration metamodel which represents the system’s security configuration by
using a role-based access control policy (RBAC); a cube metamodel which defines
both structural cube aspects such as cubes, measures, related dimensions and hierarchies, and security permissions for cubes and cells; and a dimension metamodel with
structural issues of dimensions, bases, attributes and hierarchies, and security permissions which are related to dimensions and attributes.
This path also deals with the automatic transformation from conceptual models by
using QVT transformations (Blanco, García-Rodríguez de Guzmán et al. 2008) and
the final secure implementation into a specific OLAP platform, SQL Server Analysis
Services (SSAS), by using a set of Model-to-Text (M2T) rules.
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4 Modernizing Secure DWs
Modernizing DWs provides us several benefits such us to generate diagrams on a high
abstraction level in order to identify security lacks in an easy way and to include new
security constraints which solve these identified problems. Transformation rules are
then applied obtaining an improved logical model and the final implementation. By
using the MDA philosophy the system can be also migrate to different technologies
(MOLAP, ROLAP, HOLAP, etc.) and different final tools. Since most DWs are managed by OLAP tools using a multidimensional approach (MOLAP), in this section
we present a modernization process focused on the multidimensional path obtaining
conceptual models from multidimensional logical models (Figure 1).
In a first stage, the multidimensional logical model according to SECMDDW is
obtained from the source code of the OLAP tool. To achieve this goal is applied a
static analysis (Canfora and Penta 2007) which is a reengineering method based on
the generation of lexical and syntactical analyzers for the specific tool. In this way,
code files are analyzed and a set of code-to-model transformations create the corresponding elements into the target logical model.
Once logical multidimensional model is obtained several set of QVT rules carry
out a model-to-model transformation towards the corresponding conceptual model.
Since the source metamodel (SECMDDW) presents three kinds of models (roles configuration, cubes and dimensions) three sets of transformations have been developed
(Figure 2). Each transformation is composed of several QVT relations which are focused on transforming structural and security issues.
Role2SECDW transformation creates the security configuration of the system
based on a set of security roles. This is an example of a semantic gap between abstractions levels, because conceptual level is richer than logical level and includes support
to the definition of security levels, roles and compartment. This transformation
presents the relations “RoleFiles2Package” and “Role2SRole” which transform the
“RoleFiles” into a “Package” and create security roles “SRole” for each role detected
at the logical level. Figure 3 shows the implementation of this transformation and
Figure 4 the graphical representation for the “Role2SRole” relation.
Cube2SECDW transformation analyzes cube models and generates at the conceptual level structural aspects and security constraints defined over the multidimensional
elements. Table 1 (left column) shows the signatures for the relations included in this
transformation.

SECMDDW: Roles Configuration

Role2SECDW
Cube2SECDW

SECMDDW: Cube
SECMDDW: Dimension

Dimension2SECDW

Fig. 2. PSM to PIM transformation overview
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transformation Role2SECDW (psm:SECMDDW, pim:SECDW) {
key SECDW::SRole {rootPackage, name};
top relation RoleFiles2Package {
xName : String;
checkonly domain psm rf:SECMDDW::SecurityConfiguration::RoleFiles {
name = xName };
enforce domain pim pk:SECDW::Package { name = xName };
where { rf.ownedRoles->forAll (r:SECMDDW::SecurityConfiguration::Role |
Role2SRole(r, pk)); } }
relation Role2SRole {
xName : String;
checkonly domain psm r:SECMDDW::SecurityConfiguration::Role { ID = xName };
enforce domain pim pk: SECDW::Package{
ownedMember = sr : SECDW::SRole { name = xName } }; }}

Fig. 3. Role2SECDW transformation

<<domain>>

r : Role

SECMDDW

psm

SECDW
Role2SRole

pim

<<domain>>

pk : Package

ID = xName
ownedMember

sr : SRole
name = xName

When
Where

Fig. 4. Graphical representation of Role2SRole relation
Table 1. Relations for Cube2SECDW and Dimension2SECDW transformations
transformation Cube2SECDW
top relation CubeFiles2Package {…}
relation Cube2SFact {…}
relation Measures2SFA {…}
relation Measure2SProperty {…}
relationDimension2SDimension{…}
relation CubePermission2SClass {…}
relation CellPermission2SProperty{…}

transformation Dimenssion2SECDW
top relation DimensionFiles2Package {…}
relation Dimension2SDimension {…}
relation attribute2SProperty {…}
relation hierarchy2SBase {…}
realtion attribute2SBaseProperty {…}
relation DimensionPermission2SClass {…}
relation AttributePermission2SProperty{…}

There are a set of structural rules which transform cubes into secure fact classes
(“Cube2SFact” relation) and their related measures and dimensions into secure properties (“Measures2SFA” and “Measure2Property” relations) and secure dimension
classes (“Dimension2SDimension” relation). Security permissions related with cubes
or cells are transformed into security constraints at the conceptual level (“CubePermission2SClass” and “CellPermission2SProperty” relations).
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transformation Cube2SECDW (psm:SECMDDW, pim:SECDW) {
key SECDW::SFact {rootPackage, name};
top relation CubeFiles2Package {
xName : String;
checkonly domain psm cf:SECMDDW::Cubes::CubeFiles { name = xName };
enforce domain pim pk:SECDW::Package { name = xName };
where { cf.ownedCubes->forAll (c:SECMDDW::Cubes::Cube | Cube2SFact(c, pk)); } }
relation Cube2SFact {
xName : String;
checkonly domain psm c:SECMDDW::Cubes::Cube { ID = xName };
enforce domain pim pk: SECDW::Package {
ownedMember = f : SECDW::SFact { name = xName } };
where { c.ownedMeasureGroups->forAll (mg:SECMDDW::Cubes::MeasureGroup |
(mg.ownedMeasures->forAll (m:SECMDDW::Cubes::Measure | Measures2SFA(m, f))));}}
relation Measures2SFA {
xName : String;
checkonly domain psm m:SECMDDW::Cubes::Measure { ID = xName };
enforce domain pim f:SECDW::SFact {
attributes = sfa:SECDW::SFA { name = xName } }; }}

Fig. 5. Cube2SECDW transformation
<<domain>>

c : Cube

SECMDDW

psm

SECDW
Cube2SFact

pim

<<domain>>

pk : Package

ID = xName
ownedMember
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name = xName

When
Where
c.ownedMeasureGroups -> forAll (mg: MeasureGroup |
(mg.ownedMeasures -> forAll (m: Measure | Measures2SFA (m, f) ) ) );

Fig. 6. Graphical representation of Cube2SFact relation

The implementation of some relations is shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 presents
the “Cube2SFact” relation in a graphical way.
Dimension2SECDW transformation focuses on dimension models and creates at
the conceptual level structural aspects such as dimension and base classes, properties
and hierarchies (“Dimension2SDimension”, “attribute2SProperty”, “hierarchy2SBase”
and “attribute2SBaseProperty” relations) and security constraints related with dimensions, bases and properties (“DimensionPermission2SClass” and “AttributePermission2SProperty” relations). This transformation is composed of several relations which
signatures are shown in Table 1 (right column).
The implementation of some relations is shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 presents
the “DimensionPermission2SClass” relation in a graphical way.
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transformation Dimension2SECDW (psm:SECMDDW, pim:SECDW) {
key SECDW::SDimension {rootPackage, name};
key SECDW::SRole {rootPackage, name};
top relation DimensionFiles2Package {
xName : String;
checkonly domain psm df:SECMDDW::Dimensions::DimensionFiles { name = xName };
enforce domain pim pk:SECDW::Package { name = xName };
where { df.ownedDimensions->forAll (d:SECMDDW::Dimensions::Dimension |
Dimension2SDimension(d, pk)); } }
relation Dimension2SDimension {
xName : String;
checkonly domain psm d:SECMDDW::Dimensions::Dimension {ID = xName };
enforce domain pim pk: SECDW::Package {
ownedMember = sd : SECDW::SDimension {
ownedSecInf = si : SECDW::SecureInformation {}, name = xName } };
where { d.ownedDimensionPermissions->forAll
(dp:SECMDDW::Dimensions::DimensionPermission |
(dp.deniedSet.oclIsUndefined()) implies (DimensionPermission2SClass (dp, si, pk)) ); }}
relation DimensionPermission2SClass {
xRoleID : String;
checkonly domain psm dp:SECMDDW::Dimensions::DimensionPermission {
roleID = xRoleID };
enforce domain pim sd :SECDW::SecureInformation {
securityRoles = sr : SECDW::SRole { name = xRoleID } };
enforce domain pim pk:SECDW::Package { ownedMember = sr : SECDW::SRole {} };
when{ dp.deniedSet = ''; } }}

Fig. 7. Dimension2SECDW transformation
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When
dp.deniedSet = null;
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Fig. 8. Graphical representation of DimensionPermission2SClass relation

5 Example
This section shows the defined ADM process by using an example in which the
transformation rules are applied into a PSM multidimensional model to obtain the
corresponding PIM model. This example uses a DW which manages airport’s information about trips involving passengers, baggage, flights, dates and places. This information is analyzed for the airport staff, companies or passengers, and can be used
for many purposes, for instance companies can decide to reinforce certain routes with
a great number of passengers or can offer to passengers a special price for their top
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Fig. 9. PSM multidimensional model for security configuration
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Fig. 10. PSM multidimensional model for cubes

destinations. The source multidimensional PSM model is composed of three parts:
security configuration (Figure 9), cubes (Figure 10) and dimensions (Figure 11). Figure 12 finally shows the PIM model obtained after applying the ADM process.
Firstly, Role2SECDW transformation analyzes the security configuration model
(Figure 9) and creates roles in the PIM model. The conceptual level (PIM) is richer
and supports the specification of security levels, compartments and roles, but logical
models (PSM) only include information of roles. Thus, transformation rules can only
transform each role in the logical model into a role in the conceptual model.
Then, logical cube models (Figure 10) are processed by the Cube2SECDW transformation. It creates in the PIM model (Figure 12) the following structural aspects:
the secure fact class “Trip”, its measures and its related dimensions and hierarchies.
Since security permissions related with cubes were not defined, security constraints
are not established in the PIM model.
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:Attribute

+ID = name
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+ID = fingerprint
+name = name +name = address +name = fingerprint

:Dimension
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+name = Passenger

:Attribute
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+ID = DimensionPermissionSLS
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Fig. 11. PSM multidimensional model for dimensions
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Fig. 12. PIM model

Finally, Dimension2SECDW process logical dimension models. Figure 11 shows
the PSM model for “Passenger” dimension in which have been defined some
attributes and dimension permissions to authorize and deny accesses to certain roles.
This structural information is transformed into a secure dimension class “Passenger”
with secure properties in the PIM model (Figure 12). Positive security permissions are
also transformed by including the authorized roles (“SLTS” and “SLS”) as stereotypes of the “Passenger” dimension.
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6 Conclusions
We have proposed an MDA architecture for developing secure DWs taking into account security issues from early stages of the development process. We provide security models at different abstraction levels and automatic transformations between
models and towards the final implementation.
This work has fulfilled the architecture providing an architecture-driven modernization (ADM) process which allows us to automatically obtain higher abstraction
models (PIM). Firstly, code analyzers obtain the logical model from the implementation, and then, QVT rules transform this logical model into a conceptual model. In
this way, existing systems can be re-documented and this design at higher abstraction
level (PIM) can be easier analyzed in order to include new security constraints. Furthermore, once PIM model is obtained the DW can be migrated to other platforms or
final tools.
Our further works will improve this architecture in several aspects: dealing with
the inference problem by including dynamic security models which complement the
existing models; including new PSM models (such as XOLAP); and giving support to
other final platforms (such as Pentaho).
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